**PROGRAM**

**10h - 12h**

**VIRTUAL VISIT OF THE "GHANDJA" MUSEUM OF PUPPETS OF SIDI BEL ABBÉS**

Visit realized by the puppet artist BENCHEMISSA.

**ORGANIZED BY:** CERCOLE D'ORAN  
**LANGUAGE:** FRENCH  
**FORMAT:** LIVE ON AJCMED.ORG OR  
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/AJCMED/

**12h30 - 14h**

**WORKSHOP PERFORMANCE**

Confined but not mute: citizenship in action in the time of Corona. The workshop proposes a research and a creative process by revisiting the history of Performing Art from its beginnings to its most recent manifestations, in times of confinement.

**ORGANIZED BY:** THE COMIX  
**LANGUAGE:** FRANÇAIS/ENGLISH  
**FORMAT:** WEBINAR

**14h - 15h**

**THE POST-COVID 19 ENVIRONMENT: WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE?**

Conference on the environment. France/Lebanon.

**ORGANIZED BY:** MARTIAL POUY MOHAMMED HADJIEN  
**LANGUAGE:** FRENCH  
**FORMAT:** WEBINAR

**16h - 17h30**

**MED GREEN WINDS CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENT AND YOUNG ACTIVISTS**

This year, we are celebrating the World Environment Day differently overseas. Under the umbrella of AJCM Egypt and Armenia environmental activists are sharing their experiences and reflections on green activism and how will the environment look like after COVID-19. From Egypt, Mr. Shady Abdallah, Managing director and co-founder of Greenish and Very Nile Initiative will share the eco-activism scenario in Egypt. From Armenia Eco Aghj will share their success story with young people from Mediterranean countries.

**ORGANIZED BY:** BANLASTIC, NGO YOUTH'S POWER  
**LANGUAGE:** ENGLISH  
**FORMAT:** WEBINAR

**JUNE 6TH**

**ENVIRONMENT**

**18h - 18h45**

**WORKSHOP SURFRIDERS BILAN PLOGGING CHALLENGE**

Presentation of the kms carried out, the quantity of waste collected and the type of waste. Why? What impact on nature? Testimonies of participants and awareness of environmental protection.

**ORGANIZED BY:** SURFRIDERS  
**LANGUAGE:** FRANÇAIS/ENGLISH  
**FORMAT:** WEBINAR

**14h30 - 20h**

**CONCERT GHAZAR AND FRIENDS, ARMENIA**

**LANGUAGE:** MUSIQ  
**FORMAT:** LIVE ON AJCMED.ORG AND FACEBOOK

**INFOS**

"ENGAGING TO MAKE THINGS HAPPEN, REPRESENTING TO MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD"

Debates, conferences, performances, concerts and workshops created by young Mediterranean people from Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, Lebanon, Egypt, Armenia, Spain, Italy, France, Greece.

TO PARTICIPATE ACTIVELY TO THE WEBINARS, PLEASE REGISTER YOU
WWW.AJCMED.ORG/FR/FESTIVAL-AJCM/

ALL THE ACTIVITIES WILL BE REBROADCAST IN DIRECT LIVE ON THE
AJCMED.ORG WEBPAGE AND ON OUR FACEBOOK  
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/AJCMED/
**JUNE 7TH**

**GENDER EQUALITY**

**PROGRAM**

- **10h - 12h**
  **ELOQUENCE WORKSHOP**
  The environment, gender equality and mobility through eloquence: build an awareness raising video with eloquent messages from all over the Mediterranean.
  **ORGANIZED BY:** NADELA UJMT, ITALY
  **LANGUAGE:** FRENCH/ARABIC
  **FORMAT:** WEBINAR

- **11h - 12h**
  **COSM/ETHIC VIDEO WORKSHOP**
  Creation of original videos on the in-house production of cosmetic products, 100% ecological! Like influencers do, we will share our recipes online! (Toothpaste, Deodorant, Shaving gel, Anti-mosquito spray...)
  **ORGANIZED BY:** LAURA CANCELLI, ITALY
  **LANGUAGE:** FRENCH
  **FORMAT:** WEBINAR

- **12h - 13h30**
  **WORKSHOP PERFORMANCE**
  Continuation of the performance workshop started on June 6th.
  **ORGANIZED BY:** THE COMPANY
  **LANGUAGE:** FRENCH/ENGLISH
  **FORMAT:** WEBINAR

- **13h - 14h**
  **FROM POLICY TO PRACTICE: GENDER ISSUES IN ARMENIA**
  Speakers: Ani Kojoyan - YIP trainer in gender issues; Council of Europe national Expert in gender mainstreaming in education, women’s rights and gender studies researcher and language gender and commutation studies lecturer at Yerevan State University. Marina Tertekyan - trainer and cofounder at YIP NGO on intercultural dialogue, conflict transformation, human rights, non-formal education.
  **ORGANIZED BY:** YOUTH-POWER NGO, EASTERN EUROPEAN NETWORK FOR CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION
  **LANGUAGE:** FRENCH/ARABIC
  **FORMAT:** WEBINAR

- **14h15 - 16h**
  **WRITING WORKSHOP EXILED/CONFINED**
  This workshop, open to participants from both shores of the Mediterranean, will be an opportunity to open up the field of possibilities for expression, and to transform the experience of confinement or exile into a moment of creation of solidarity and above all of exchanges around words and ideas.
  **ORGANIZED BY:** MALUCA, TANIA ALI/ MARRASEK UNIVERSITY, RABAT AND POLITICO / FOUHCO/ MEDITERRANEAN WOMEN FORUM
  **LANGUAGE:** FRENCH/ ARABIC
  **FORMAT:** WEBINAR

- **14h30 - 15h30**
  **MOSTRA VIVA DEL MEDITERRANI EL GRAN ENCUENTRO DE CULTURAS DEL**
  Promotion of female presence in the fields of art in the Mediterranean from a social and participative perspective.
  Speakers: Maria Colomer & Cristina Barbero.
  **ORGANIZED BY:** AJCM
  **LANGUAGE:** FRENCH/SPANISH
  **FORMAT:** WEBINAR

- **16h - 17h30**
  **WOMEN AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN THE MEDITERRANEAN INTERLINKED PORTRAITS**
  Testimonies of Lebanese, Tunisian, French, Algerian and Moroccan women, followed by an exchange on the presence of women in professional male sectors.
  **ORGANIZED BY:** ALDA, ORL, NORTH MOROCCO
  **LANGUAGE:** FRENCH/ARABIC
  **FORMAT:** WEBINAR

- **18h - 18h45**
  **WORKSHOP SURFRIDER BILAN PLOGGING CHALLENGE**
  Presentation of the kms carried out, the quantity of waste collected and the type of waste. Why? What impact on nature? Testimonies of participants and awareness of environmental protection.
  **ORGANIZED BY:** SURFRIDER
  **LANGUAGE:** FRENCH/ENGLISH
  **FORMAT:** WEBINAR

- **19h - 20h**
  **TALE(S), COMMON HERITAGE IN THE MEDITERRANEAN**
  Algerian tales, Amazigh and sung tales. Tribute to Idir.
  **ORGANIZED BY:** AJCM ORAN
  **LANGUAGE:** AZERBAI, KABYL, ARABIC / FRENCH
  **FORMAT:** WEBINAR

- **20h**
  **CONCERT THE ITIBAND MOROCCO**
  **LANGUAGE:** MUSIC
  **FORMAT:** BROADCAST ON AJCM.ORG
Festival AJCM
June 6th - 8th

8th June
Solidarity Mobility

Program

10h - 11h30
Round Table “Mediterranean Citizenship?”

What origin? Is it a utopia? What are the stakes? What forms of expression? How to develop it? What rights and duties of the Mediterranean citizen? What can the Mediterranean bring to the notion of citizenship?

These are the questions that will be addressed during this round table. With the participation of young experts who will answer questions from the audience live.

Organized by: Circle MEDITERRANEAN and MARSEILLE, BIL HORIZON, LE PETIT LECTEUR AND Fonds Urgal
Language: French
Format: Webinar

12h - 13h
Workshop Citizen Journalism

The participants of the introductory journalism workshops conducted by the 15-38 Mediterranean team present their subjects during a radio show that takes you from Morocco to Algeria via France. They have been able to familiarize themselves with interview and reporting techniques, they give you their viewpoint.

Organized by: 15-38 MEDITERRANEE
Language: French
Format: Webinar

14h30 - 16h00
International Debate Young Voice MED

International debate between young Mediterranean people and Euro-Mediterranean MPs. Young Mediterranean Voices (YMV) is a debate programme that links civil society, education and policy-makers in the Southern Mediterranean and Europe. The programme provides opportunities for young people who wish to make their voices heard in politics and contribute to building new narratives.

Participants:
- Chrysoula Zacharopoulou, MEP Renew Europe and doctor (rapporteur for the EU/Africa strategy)
- François Alfonsi, MEP The Greens (active on Mediterranean issues and member of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Union for the Mediterranean)
- Agnès Rampa, Regional Councillor Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur (President of the Euro Mediterranean Commission and member of the EU Committee of the Regions)

Organized by: Indepat Beniark, Mina Girawwa, Laura Cavel, Thomas Alia, Samouni
Language: French / English
Format: Webinar

18h00 - 19h00
Solidarity Networks in the Mediterranean

Around a cyber-café Boulāgha TV presents and broadcasts exchanges of practice and reflection on the commitment of young people during the health crisis in the Mediterranean (Tunisia, Morocco, Spain, France, Algeria...)

Organized by: Indepat Beniark, Mina Girawwa, Laura Cavel, Thomas Alia, Samouni
Language: French
Format: Webinar

14h15 - 20h00
Workshop Surfrider Bilan Plogging Challenge

Presentation of the kms carried out, the quantity of waste collected and the type of waste. Why? What impact on nature? Testimonies of participants and awareness of environmental protection.

Organized by: Surfrider
Language: French/English
Format: Webinar

16h15 - 17h45
RAVMED-19 "The First Virtual Residence for Young Artists in the Mediterranean"

Presentation of the virtual artistic residency. A project that is part of the Post Covid situation.

With Zino Safaj, artist of the ACM Algiers and promoter of the project and the artist Fouad Boureba, Sarah Thullier, Pôle accompagnement artistique. Têtes de fart.

Organized by: ACM NAPLES
Language: Arabic / French / English
Format: Webinar

20h30
Musical Performance: Mediterranean Citizenship Today

Language: Italian
Organized by: ACM NAPLES
Format: Broadcast on RAVMED.org

2h
Live Concert Marseille

Language: Italian
Organized by: ACM NAPLES
Format: Broadcast on RAVMED.org

Format: Broadcast on RAVMED.org